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ABSTRACT 

Under the background in the area along the way, the global "One Belt And One Road" as the link is established 
international strategic cooperation, in order to better spread and disseminate shaolin kung fu , this study by making" Shaolin 
Kung Fu Duan Pin System "inheritance, heritage, heritage elements, such as one is in order to standardize the shaolin kung fu 
in the international tradition, The second is to guide Shaolin kung fu practitioners on how to spread internationally . Sports 
literature, expert interview and logical analysis from review of shaolin kung fu to spread abroad, current situation and 
problems from concept, the principle of the plait, theory and technical content for the foot points, use area of big background, 
combined with the national policy support along the way, using the "guide" shaolin kung fu and disseminate shaolin kung fu 
is feasible, is worthy of wide range of international promotion. 
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Introduction 
 The construction of"One Belt and One Road"(OBaOR)has promoted the exchange and collision of Chinese and 
foreign cultures,played an important role in promoting the international competitiveness and influence of education,and played 
a positive role in promoting the foreign communication of Chinese traditional sports and culture.The Ministry of Education of 
China has always attached great importance to educational exchanges and cooperation with countries along the Belt and 
Road.It encourages institutions of higher learning to strengthen communication in language,policy and education, and even in 
culture,so as to achieve mutual benefit and win-win results with friendly countries.The"OBaOR"strategy is an important 
national strategy,which provides a new direction and guidance for the internationalization of wushu,at the same time ushered 
in the development opportunities.As a representative of Chinese traditional martial arts, Shaolin Kungfu enjoys high popularity 
and reputation in the world,can exert a strong brand effect in the development of wushu internationalization.However,in terms 
of the international development situation and influence of Shaolin Kungfu,it has a good international environment .With the 
positive spread and influence of film,TV and other media,more and more countries and regions participate in shaolin 
activities.Confucius Institutes have accelerated their spread abroad;Domestic Shaolin monks and wushu organizations 
participate in long -term international communication;Overseas wushu organizations to strengthen overseas 
promotion;Overseas Shaolin industry is also gradually developing in scale,but in such a positive development 
environment,there are still obstacles:some countries infringe shaolin and Shaolin Kungfu and many other trademarks centered 
on Shaolin,seriously tarnishes their overseas image;There are many types of Shaolin Kungfu and it is not easy to teach its 
culture and attack methods in a short term,which affects the speed of technology transmission and the scope of its audience. In 
addition, the traditional teaching method is single and conservative, which cannot stimulate the enthusiasm and interest of 
overseas friends. In addition, overseas communicators lack professional training and the theoretical guidance o f unified and 
standardized teaching environment, teaching content and teaching methods, teaching syllabus and teaching materials, which is 
not conducive to international communication and promotion. 
 However,the emergence of"Shaolin Kungfu Duan Pin System"(SKDPS)emerged at the historic moment in the 
development process of Shaolin Kungfu.It is an inevitable trend of history and an inevitable product of the development of 
Shaolin Kungfu.It makes up for the shortage of overseas dissemination and has a strong h istorical and practical significance 
for overseas dissemination.Created in 2020 by the Abbot of The Shaolin Temple and Professor HongHao,dean of the School 
of MartialArts at Henan University,including theory and technology,it is a hierarchy to evaluate the  proficiency of Shaolin 
Kungfu learners,as well as the supervision,guidance and management of those who engage in and participate in its 
dissemination and promotion. 
 
Materials and methods 

Study design and participants 
  In the shaolin kung fu period of product system as the research content, using literature research search selected 
topic highly related literature, at the same time many times visit dengfeng ShaoLin temple and the temple abbot monk and 
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other experts to interview the sorting of the master, ShaoLin kung fu period of product made of creating and thinking, the 
spread of the ShaoLin kung fu overseas present situation and deficiency, From its concept, the principle of the plait, theory, 
content, technology content and so on, by the method of questionnaire survey, to participate in the first rank in the examination 
of students written investigation, and access to relevant data and using the method of mathematical statistics and logical 
analysis, summarized analysis the advantages and existing problems, to promote to the shaolin kung fu period of product 
system as the breakthrough point of shaolin culture development path in the world, It will provide a foothold for the cultura l 
development and educational export of the Belt and Road Initiative. 
 
Results 
  Development strategy:1.Spreading ideas:not only teaching technology,but also spreading the ideas of Shaolin and 
Chinese Kungfu to improve China's national image.2.Communicators:Use domestic Shaolin people to achieve international 
standardized communication,and those who pass the unified examination can be included in the Shao lin talent training 
pool.3.Means of communication:The Shaolin Temple shall send those who have passed the examination to teach martial arts 
training organizations,confucius Institutes and other places .Meanwhile,attention should be paid to the Shaolin train ing for 
foreign students;In addition,through the form of"Internet + Shaolin"promotion,raise attention .5.Communication 
elements:mainly disseminate the theoretical and technical contents of Shaolin etiquette,Shaolin costumes,Shaolin Kungfu 
segment production,and the surrounding areas of Shaolin.6.Communication content:The main teaching content is the technical 
content(section,grade,honor grade)and theoretical content(basic theory,pplied theory) of"SKDPS". 
 
Discussion 
  This paper only studies from the perspective of communicators, and should also start from the entrance of 
practitioners and learners to understand the needs and interests of practitioners of Shaolin kung Fu, so as to study from 
multiple angles and put forward reform strategies for communication paths 
 
Conclusion 
 "OBaOR"provides guidance and platform for the international dissemination of SKDPS,and it also promotes the 
favorable and efficient implementation of"OBaOR"strategy. 
 
Take home messages  
  The Shaolin Kung Fu section system can effectively guide the development direction and teaching content of 
Shaolin international communication, and can also guide the theory and technical level of international communicators . It is 
an inevitable product of the development of Shaolin Kung fu, and it is also the initiator of international communication.
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or clinical implication 
As a product of The Times, the Shaolin section is a guide and accelerator for the internationalization of Shaolin kung Fu . It is 

also a reference book for the standard and evaluation of Shaolin kung fu practitioners and international disseminators , Its 
essence solved the international Shaolin Kung Fu is what, what to teach, how to teach, who to teach the problem. 
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